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Welcome to the first ever CITAMS newsletter
special

issue!

Our

members

are

producing

groundbreaking research and theory building.
The special issue is a space, between full
editions

of

the

newsletter,

where

we

can

spotlight some of that work. For this issue, we
spoke with Ori Schwarz about his new book
Sociological Theory for Digital Society: The Codes
that Bind Us Together.

His book "explores the

main challenges digitalization poses to different
strands of sociological theory and offers paths to
adapt them to new social realities."
Sociological Theory for Digital Society is available
from Wiley.

Ori

Schwarz

is

an

Associate

Professor

of

Sociology at Bar-Ilan University. His research
interests include sociological theory, digital
society, and cultural sociology.
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Interview with Ori Schwarz

By Marcus A Brooks
@thisismarcusb
You begin the book by problematizing the idea
of digital sociology as a distinct and separate
subdiscipline within sociology. What do
sociologists get wrong when trying to theorize a
digital sociology, and what is the approach that
you take in this book?
There is nothing wrong with creating new
subdisciplines: this is how changes in the
scientific world are usually institutionalized,
when subdisciplines develop their own set of
core texts, problems and debates while
creating their own journals, conferences,
graduate programs, and opaque jargon. But in
this case, it’s simply not enough, for two
reasons. First, digitalization is not yet another
life-sphere like law, family, work, sexuality,
war,
education,
social
movements,
or
consumption. Instead, digital technologies
have fundamentally transformed all these
spheres and many others, practically all
spheres of social life. Algorithms, digital
objects and digital mediation are intertwined
in our everyday personal and organizational
practices, transform and inform them, to such
a degree, that they must be taken seriously
and be interwoven in all our sociological
accounts. Second, and more importantly,
creating a new subdiscipline implies that we
may leave untouched the core assumptions,
concepts and theories of the discipline.
Subdisciplines are the upper floors, built upon
the shared ground floor. The problem is:
sociological theory was designed with a
certain reality in mind, with some assumptions
that were taken for granted, and this reality
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has been changing with the introduction of
digital technologies. To give only one example,
social life no longer takes place in a series of
situations bounded in time and space, as
symbolic interactionists once assumed. In my
book I suggest that we have to renovate the
ground floor of our discipline, to revise our
core concepts and theories and adapt them to
digital society. I show, for example, that we
must rethink questions of social ontology
about the building blocks of social life and
social analysis and about which mechanisms
bind together different individuals and their
actions and mental states into something
bigger, as digitalization changes the answers
to these questions. The same is true for
questions of temporality, the organization of
time and the ways the past keeps living in the
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present and influencing the future. We must
rethink our theories of power, as new and

our theoretical concepts. When interactions
are mediated through social network sites or

unique forms of algorithmic power are
increasingly influential. We should also revise
Bourdieu’s theorization of forms of capital, as
social capital takes surprising digital new

instant messaging, they are no longer fleeting
moments in time: they are automatically
documented and transformed into durable
digital objects. These objects are available to

forms

and

algorithms to analyze for automated decision

increasing importance. I believe that the
toolkit we sociologists all share is the most
relevant to understand digital society, but to
do it we must first identify the challenges
digitalization poses to our theories, the places

making, and they’re also available to actors
and other humans who can access them later,
which changes structures of social knowledge
and social temporality. It also transforms
interaction: we say and do different things

where what used to be taken for granted is no
longer true, and then revise our concepts and
theories, as I started to do in this book. This
cannot be done if we move aside to build our
own subdiscipline: it requires that we
sociologists of digital technology pitch in to

when we experience interaction as the
production of objects with certain possible
future careers. In a similar fashion, social ties
are not simply subjective feelings of closeness
or care: they are digitally registered, for
example, in maps of social network site

renovate our shared ground floor.

followers and friends. They gain a material
form, and algorithms rely on these registered
ties while making predictions and decisions to
govern social life. This means that social
network maps are no longer descriptive
sociological models of the social world, but

with

unique

characteristics

You discuss the importance of understanding
the
materiality
and
objectification
of
digitalization throughout the text. Can you
describe how these are fundamental to your
retheorizing of sociological theory for the
digital world?
This is very much what my book is about: in
digital society, many aspects of social life are
objectified as digital data objects. In the book I
explore the theoretical significance of digital
materiality: for example, algorithmic power
doesn’t necessarily need to act on human
consciousness to be effective, as rules are
materialized, so we must shift the focus of our
theories of power away from overemphasizing

performative material data objects that shape
social life. This is consequential: it decides not
only what’s on our Facebook feed, but also
whether we are viewed as a security risk and
possibly get arrested. Social capital is also
digitally registered, and this transforms it into
a form of capital much more similar to money:
more abstract and susceptible to confiscation
or central regulation. Finally, data objects have
economic value, and their production
transforms the economy and the notion of
labor. So in the book I show how, one by one,
our core concepts must be revised to take into

consciousness. Interactions and ties also turn
into digital data objects in ways that challenge

consideration
objectification.
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As a teachable text, how can educators use your
book to help our students sociologically analyze
current discussions about big tech and their
role in society?
The public debate on the concentration of
power in the hand of a few big-tech giants is
extremely important for our democracies, and
sociological theory has much to contribute to

enforced.
Finally,
students
may
find
theoretical tools to critically analyze the
digital economy.
This text will be of interest to sociologists who
study technology, media, and the internet, but
your theorizing is of value to sociologists who
don't align themselves with these topics. Why
should sociologists who do not consider

this debate. My book offers several helpful
conceptualizations that may help students in
this task. First, it will help them better
understand what makes social media platforms
operators like Facebook so powerful. One

themselves scholars of technology, media, and
the internet pay attention to this book?

source of power I discuss is their control of a
new objectified digital form of social capital:
followers. Collecting followers is a good
investment: once users follow a page, they can

how we retain its relevance in a changing
world. We simply can’t pretend we can keep
using our concepts and theories completely
unchanged when sociotechnical realities

be much more easily mobilized to do different
things: to purchase, demonstrate, vote, or
distribute marketing materials. This is
extremely cost-effective (one example we’re
all familiar with is the reduction in
organization and mobilization costs for social
movements), so actors invest much effort in
accumulating followers, but this capital is fully
controlled by platforms. Using it in ways that
platform operators disapprove often results in
having your account removed, which means,
losing all this social capital. This gives platform
operators huge power in different political,
commercial and cultural fields, which in the
book I compare with the power of the state
and mass media. I also discuss other sources
of big-tech power: their control over
objectified interactions, that is, over our
objectified past; and what I call their

transform. The transformations I discuss
influence core sociological concepts such as
power, interaction, collectivity, network,
situation, social capital, and labor. No matter
which social spheres or aspects of social life
we study, whether its social movements,
inequality, intimacy, policing, or the self, it’s
important to understand recent changes in
temporality
and
quasi-collectivity;
to
understand how digital forms of power,
capital, or social representations differ from
their predecessors; or how the fact that
interaction translates into objects transforms
its very textures.

“generative rulers” status, that is, their power
to set algorithmic rules that are automatically

online spaces are used to negotiate the
meaning and regulation of conduct in public
space in diverse neighborhoods.
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As I said, more than a digital sociology book,
this is a book about sociological theory and

What are you working on next?
Too many different things to discuss here, but
to name one, I study with Guy Shani how
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Looking Forward

Submissions are open for the 2022 Media
Sociology Symposium!
Submit your paper HERE
Submit a panel HERE
Key Dates:
Submissions Close: April 29, 2022
Notifications: May 6, 2022
Confirmation of Participation: May 20, 2022
Schedule Published: May 27, 2022
Event Dates: August 4, 2022
We will return in July with our ASA preview, Council Election results, a
letter from our new chair, Jenny Davis, and more.
If you want your recent publications, books, and other accomplishments
recognized in the next newsletter send that information to Yiping Xia,
xia37@wisc.edu.
For inquiries, submissions, or to volunteer with us contact Marcus
Brooks, brooksmu@mail.uc.edu.
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